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Written portion of portfolio 

Sometimes I wonder how some people would look as the opposite gender so I 

decided to do my pieces based off that. I wanted the person I was painting to be 

show with themselves as the opposite gender to show the similarities and 

differences they have. These pieces helped give me more of an idea of what 

features are more masculine or feminine features. My main goal with this portfolio 

was to have them look similar enough to each other that they could be mistaken 

for siblings. I also wanted to show the persons personality by painting flowers that 

suited them or painting shape designs that matched their aesthetic. 



“Hair Flare”

Size:1387 x 2088px

Medium: digital 

NFS

This is by far my favorite 

piece. When starting this 

piece I aimed for a grunge  

look and I feel like I 

succeeded. For the 

background I used the 

wave pen in procreate 

choosing colors that I 

thought would look unique 

together,that would 

complement the red and 

yellow in the skin. 



“Ambrosia swirl”

Size: 1703x2351px

Medium: digital

NFS

In this piece I drew 

people like they are 

melting. I gave this piece 

a sort god goddess vibe 

drawing the bust of the 

people as if their a 

melting statue. I wanted 

this piece to look like 

some kind of 

hallucination. Using 

mixing swirls of yellow 

and black together 

traveling around the 

piece to give the piece 

movement. 



“Double edged chain”

Size:10”13”

Medium: acrylic 

$230

I painted this piece on a 

wood canvas using acrylic 

paints and posca pens. I 

used a lot of purples and 

nice warm colors to 

complement each other. I 

also put down a nice thin 

blue glaze for the 

background so you could 

still see the texture of the 

wood canvas. 



“Ewwwww”

Size:(boy) 2048 x 2048

(girl) 2048 x 2048

Medium: digital 

NFS

This is a self portrait of my 

self. I tend to paint myself 

crying anytime I draw 

myself. I like to think that I 

draw myself this way to 

show my empathetic side .i 

used a slightly Greyish blue 

for the background. Like 

most of my pieces I made 

the eyes a lot bigger than 

they usually would be



“Kaleidoscope”

Size:17”27”

Medium: prisma colors, posca 

pens. 

$50

In this piece I based the girl off of 

my friend emma liston and went 

off from there. She has really 

pretty wavy hair that made me 

want to draw a abstract line 

pattern design blob thing (I don't 

know what to call it) in the 

background. I wanted the design 

to look crazy but something you 

could look at without feeling too 

overwhelmed. I based the colors 

off of a oil spill to make a 

fabulous goddess..



For this painting I 

painted my best friend 

Emma. I painted this 

aiming for a sort of retro 

design. I painted the 

background yellow and 

blue to complement the 

slight yellow and blue 

tints that are shown in 

their clothes. 

“Daizing daisies”

Size:42”27”

Medium: Acrylic

$550

Piece is framed



“Popping poppies”

Size:42”42”

Medium:acrylic

$500

In this piece I painted 

my best friend George 

crouching wearing 

court jester makeup 

based off his favorite 

band The Gardens. 

Sense he draws a lot 

of skeletons I drew 

him wearing a neon 

top with black bone 

shapes on the sleeve. 

I also drew his hands 

to look more skeleton 

like.



“My sun flower part 2”

Size:42”27”

Medium: acrylic paint, 

and glitter (Mr. Peterson’s 

favorite)

$550

Piece is framed

My first year of being in ap 

art studios I painted my 

boyfriend James. I painted 

him with sunflowers 

surrounding him with a 

gold background. I 

repainted this piece to see 

how I have improved. And I 

think I improved 

tremendously.

(I accidentally made his 

feet humongous)

The original painting------->



“Not George”

Size: 1668 x 2224px

Medium: digital

$30

This piece is what started off my portfolio 

idea of a sort of gender swap thing. Many 

people have asked if this is a drawing of 

George and it is not as you can see in the 

title. I was originally going to do cartoon 

character designs genderswap style for my 

portfolio. Then later on Decided to do semi 

realistic version of this drawing people I 

know for the rest of my portfolio.



“Hanging Out With the Stars”

Size:12”12”

Medium: acrylic paint, glitter and stickers

$200

This painting is of my best friend Andrea 

Whipple. She loves the outdoors and 

exploring shoeless so I showed her doing 

so. She also can read the stars and knows 

a ton of constellations and where to find 

them so I drew her surrounded by cute star 

stickers. She is a writer and makes 

amazing stories so I depicted her in a 

fantasy setting where she is floating. Pretty 

spiffy if you ask me.



“Beheaded”

Size:2224x1668px

Medium: digital

$30

This piece has nothing do do with my 

portfolios theme but I wanted it to be in the 

art show. I drew this sort of character 

design of a girl that has staples on her 

neck to keep her head on. I gave her a 

green complexion to make her look 

somewhat like frankenstein. Pretty spooky 

if you ask me. 



“Realization” 

Size:2224x1668px

Medium: digital

$30

This piece doesn't follow 

the theme of my portfolio 

but is a piece I wanted to 

post in the art show. 

I’ve been practicing 

character drawings and 

made a illustration of girl 

chilling. She could be 

thinking about something, 

or maybe feels guilt. 

Honesty it could be seen as 

anything. I just really like 

how I was able to give this 

piece a sense of lighting 

even tho the background is 

blank. 



“Olympus Ap Art Show”

Size:11”17”

Medium: digital

This year I made the ap 

art show poster! I chose 

to make the poster god 

and goddess themed. I 

drew all the students 

gathered around 

Mr.Petersen (zeus) in his 

fancy throne. With a 

beautiful view of fluffy 

purple and yellow clouds 

behind the class. 


